Sample Haiku (Written by 6th Grade Students)

Icy frost on grass
Slowly, sadly, melting off
Under the harsh sun

-Tomer

Swaying swings
Making but a squeak
They sound so sad

-Shani

Red, ripe tomato
Fly slowly drains its color
Then quickly retreats

-Tomer

Children playing
Swinging higher and higher
They suddenly jump off.

-Shira

A lone butterfly
Sitting on a flower
It flies into the sky

-Shira

A lonely ball
Sits unwanted, so still
Isolated from the world

-Sydney
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crispy, crunchy leaves
covering the moist, damp ground
somewhere a bird chirps

- Mira

speckled, splashing fish
hearing footsteps from the Japanese bridge
cool misty air

- Mira

a lonely frog
sitting on a cold stone
a wet swamp

- Abigail

a howling wolf
angry at the moon
a cold winter night

- Abigail

birds chirp on treetops
flying with the falling leaves
Dying bamboo, why?

- Arielle
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cool water,
flows in the lake
Dragonflies flutter

-Arielle

Waterfall-
flowing into the cooling, blue water
A rock’s lonely tears

-Sabrina

cool spring breeze blows
thin, green bamboos swing slowly
ripples in the pond

-Sabrina

Sobbing dragonfly
laying on a rock
one wing hurt, wing falling off

-Helena

Shaded meadow
Snow falling, once again
Cold icy breeze

-Helena